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TEST BOSENDORFER VC-2
HXOS & EIKONA / SOUND & VISION MAGAZINE JUNE 2005
Representative : Nexus Acoustics
Contact :
210-9850286
Price : 7.390 E ( 5.400 2S , 8.450 2E )
Rate : ***** 4,6
VOODOO
It looks like BATMAN`s loudspeaker , if it looks like a loudspeaker .
Perhaps what secrets hides the dark figute of VC2 ?
Some moment I met in the Web something {like a loudspeaker } , a tall thin figure with 2 tweeters
in the front face ( the bigger model ) finished in a shiny black laquer . << There is no chance this
thing to play musik. It won`t have mid`s ! >> , I thought. But my instinct was telling me other things
and my curiosity was keep growing . It wasn`t long and Bosendorfer loudspeakers started to appear
and advertise more stronger , while the recent Hi-Fi Shows put in battle these cutting edge designs.
The story behind them is short. Mr Hans Deutch , a veteran loudspeaker designer and a musician ,
with experience by Karajan , cooperated with an Austrian Piano maker , Bosendorfer , for the
creation of a full range of High End loudspeakers . Hans put the ideas – which as we will explain
later are extreme – and the famous Company put the construction. The result talks by itself , as you
can see ( although the marvelous gloss Piano black laquer is difficult to be printed on a paper ) . The
Company this moment has three floorstanding loudspeakers ( here we present the middle one),
And also a Center and a Wall model for the creation of a multichannel system with the same sound.

GOOD VIBRATIONS
The loudspeaker is based on the principle function of musik instruments , which always are made from an ~active~
part and a wooden sound box which takes the vibrations and amplifies them in some frequency range , to finally
shape the tune identity and the harmonics structure of each instrument. In the Piano for example the sound of the
strings takes the harmonics from the vibrations of the Body and the Tail of the Piano , while top cover gives the
final touch and bass strength with the accompanying reverbrations . And as deepest is the note so bigger is the
partnership of the wood surfaces.
Designing loudspeakers with the common way someone takes db`s in the bass frequencies from the woofer while
the cabinet is made as solid and dead as possible. This way of thinking is for the writer (reviewer) suspicious . Why
someone must be based on a piston movement with bigger non linearities, as longer is the throw of the cone ,when
he can transfer pressure in a much bigger “sensitive” surface which can produce deep Hz almost without a visible
movement and just with a vibe ? If this thinking is wrong , then the bass frequencies that are produced from the
Bass or the mid bass frequencies that are produced from a Piano and a Guitar, are wrong !! In constructions which
follow that logic, the cabinet acts like the diaphragm and the driver as the supposed voice coil. It is of course
easily understood that the finish of the cabinet plays major role under these circumstances, similar with the coatings
and reinforcements of the driver cones. For this reason and in the case of Bosendorfer the excellent smooth black
high gloss laquer – the most stiff I have ever seen in a loudspeaker – means much more things apart from
acceptance of our wife. It means tight soundcolors and absolutely defined sound layers because every vibe in every
case must be filtered before it propagates from the cabinet.
But let`s analyze how VC2 “vibrates” in the bass frequencies. In each of the 2 sides of the loudspeaker there is
a mid-woofer of 5’’ with paper diaphragm reinforced with carbon grains and canabi clothing from Alaska. The
back radiation of the mid-woofers ,which are mounted on different heights on the side panels, is driven from an
internal setup with the shape of `U` , which is called Horn Resonator, to two very narrow openings ( about 2mm
width and 12 cm height ) to the down and back position of the side panels . In front of these openings lies the most
characteristic feature of the loudspeaker : the Acoustic Sounboards , which vibrate like huge radiators , not exactly
of the passive type. These <<boards >> are fixed with big gold allen screws with spacers , offering the possibility
of regulating the distance from the main cabinet sides , because the gap they have .plays major role to their working
principle . We are also informed that these specific panels are made exactly like the Piano top covers. Also and all
the cabinet is made from solid woods ,based on technics and skills that Bosendorfer has from 175 years and it
exhibits a controlled vibration. In front of the Acoustic boards are fitted the 2 covers of the mid-woofers which
make the loudspeakers more beautiful and assist for smoother reproduction. Cause for this is the untouched
response from the crossover of the mid –woofers ,which on axis are heard a bit more bright , one effect that 90
degrees off axis is very slightly heard ,but still the covers make a small difference to the better consistency and
filling of the soundstage.
When all the ingredients sit on the table (* parameters take place) we discover that the program below 130 Hz is

mainly reproduced by the cabinet (!!) , while at 2,9 KHZ the drivers exchange place to this 2 way design with small
crossover slopes and big overlap between the drivers. The VC2 is weighted like this from the crossover to play
almost flat in listening positions, near the natural ones ,which is the asking result when we hear real instruments.
LOUDSPEAKER – PIANO
The VC2 was driven by Bluenote Demidoff amplifier and Unico SE ,with signal from Sony SCD-XA 900ES
and cabling from Kimber 8TC and Ecosse Diva. Although the low sensitivity of the anechoic measurement , the
loudspeaker is much more sensitive in action, because in his radiation we must include the almost omnidirectional
character it has. That`s why it was driven very easily from the single-ended amplifier of Bluenote and without
fear I propose it to you to drive it with any valve amplifiers.The first sign of the complete discrimination of
Bosendorfer loudspeaker lies in the harmonic reproduction of the real instruments.We all have experience from
real instruments and we always find that their harmonics are spread visibly in the space and slowly (for our
pleasure ) they degrade in volume, allowing us to follow all this sequence.But in our systems the harmonics
( when they are enough) they tend to appear very fast and quickly disappear.They don`t last the proper time to
develop and as a result they don`t take the space they should take. I don`t know why this happens but it
happens.Maybe some day a theory will be discovered to connect the visibility of a basik note and the
accompanying harmonics with the dimension of the media (air) in which (through which ) it tries to develop.
Maybe the drivers (loudspeakers) are too small for the sound to grow easily with harmony and they only produce
mostly the fundamental frequencies. Whatever is the cause , here ( *VC2) is just missing. The feeling here
( *VC2) is that the harmonics have the time and they develop with all the ease they have , they last. Meanwhile this
happens for all the instruments and all the frequencies up to the mids and mid-highs , where the contribution of the
cabinet ends and the excellent tweeter takes over with the silk textured and transparent highs .The result is not just
an absolutely glorius stereo image ,but it is uniquely `open` and holographic , it is mainly anti-hifi from the roots ,
it is live. It doesn`t forces the human mind to a speed run , to try to catch and collect harmonics ,so as to establish
what it hears in his space , but it relaxes him and puts him back and the harmonics just keep coming to him. The
other key-feature of this loudspeaker is the bass. Similarly following the specific bass reproduction is absolutely
inside the timing of the composition , it marshes right. You will hear this way bass notes which were lost elsewhere
exiting in wrong timing , while the feeling is that indeed this bass embraces the other instruments and it doesn`t
``throw `` them away trying to find it`s way out (from the stiff Cabinets ) * elsewhere he means . In real listening
levels the two 5`` drivers are heard at least like a 12`` …..
Unfortunately I cannot recommend this loudspeaker without reservations to all of you , because it demands an open
mind and a lot of experience in live musik from the listener. And this is so because it doesn`t ``offers`` the ``safe``
sound of the common loudspeakers, but something much more flowing and free ,demanding the proper care in
the set-up. (Å * this is a good remark – oxymorous phrase )
But I am sure that at least the listeners that are fond of panels will appreciate it in depth , because they are used to
hear without the problematic cabinets of the common loudspeakers and they know to appreciate the physical
transients and not just plain db`s out of space and time.
Uniquely different !

* explanations from me

I hope the translation is understood from you because the Greek language is so expressive and so
rich that the English language cannot fulfill this job.And the reviewer is a true talent and he writes very
good .I don`t think you will see from anyone else so short and expressive description analyzing the
Bosendorfer “loudspeaker” and saying with words what it really does and where it differs from all the
others … (* from all the others useless ,from now on loudspeakers I mean !)
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